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- EHR contain highly privacy sensitive information

- It’s hard to anonymize unstructured text (e.g. EHR) 100%

Sharing medical datasets & models 
(e.g. for clinical NLP tasks) among researchers is 

often not possible...



Solution: Don’t use real data!
(ideally) it looks like EHR, it works like EHR, but it’s fake (in a good way)

Utility Privacy+



Main contributions (spoiler)

1. Our LMs produced artificial text of sufficient utility to be used for 
training downstream ML models

2. We gained insights into potential privacy threats rel. generating 
synthetic EHR notes



Research Pipeline

1 2 3



1
Data Sampling:
- ca. 1mio Dutch EHR
- from 39 customers
- ca. 52mio tokens

- annotate PHI
- surrogate replacement (pseudonymization)

In-text annotations:
e.g. “<NameSTART> Eva <NameEND> had coffee...”

Preprocessing 
real EHR



2 Training Structure-Aware LMs



Dutch LSTM

Dutch fine-tuned 
GPT-2

Temperature Sampling

(Nucleus) P-Sampling

(Nucleus) P-Sampling

Beam Search 
(max. PHI tags)

2 Generating Artificial EHR (4 sets)

 Decoding AlgorithmsModel Architecture



3 Evaluating Utility (Downstream NER 
Task: De-identification)



- 122 doc-pair examples

- 12 annotators total (2 per doc-pair example)

- 5-pt. Likert-scale questions + explanation (free text)

3 Evaluating Privacy (Matching 
similar real-fake docs & user study)



       Findings & 
Conclusions



Do properties of fake EHR resemble real EHR?

→ Not entirely...

→ We can generate well-structured annotations! It 
would be useful to control the distribution…



Quantitatively, the fake EHR are...



→ GPT-2, beam search 
(good example)

→ resembles typical 
EHR template

But: majority of fake 
EHR were not 
coherent, especially 
LSTM-based.

Qualitatively, the fake EHR are...



Utility of the artificial EHR dataset is...



Findings: Utility
Case 1 - replacement for real data

Better than rule-based model (case: no real training data available) on real data, but not yet 
practical for de-identification application.

Case 2 - data augmentation to generate cheap additional training examples

Sufficient utility, benefits in case of LSTM-based data reg. recall!

Also:

1. Greater text diversity is beneficial for downstream task performance!

2. Not very coherent/medically correct artificial EHR not necessarily an issue for 
downstream task, syntactic correctness more important!

3. GPT2 covers more PHI types, LSTM performs better on common PHI types



How users judged privacy ...



Findings: Privacy

1. Most fake EHR were not similar to original 
EHR they were paired with

2. Removal of PHI in free text not always 
sufficient to protect privacy (case: 
specific, rare events in detail)

3. Mediocre text-quality as protective factor 
by obfuscating what is real and what is 
fake

4. Larger chunks of text copied from real 
data (especially in case of rare events) is 
concerning 
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Thank you! :)


